
K. Long, 25 May, 2017

Spokesman’s update
All-hands meeting
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New for IPAC17
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MICE presenters:
• C. Rogers
• P. Franchini
• C. Hunt
• T. Monahai



Demonstration of ionization cooling
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PRAB; in press



Simplified demonstration

• “Simplified design”:
– Comparable cooling performance

– Transmission not as good as in demo configuration
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 Kenneth Long 
Professor G. Blair Professor of Experimental Particle Physics 

STFC Executive Director, Programmes MICE spokesperson 

Polaris House                      

North Star Avenue                     

Swindon, SN2 1SZ         

7
th

 March 2017 

On behalf of the MICE Collaboration 

 

The Muon Ionization Cooling Experiment has been constructed with the intention of 

providing a realistic demonstration of the ionization cooling of muon beams, to prove the 

principle of the technique for future applications such as a muon collider or neutrino factory.  

The collaboration has built and commissioned the beam-line, elements of the cooling cell and 

the instrumentation necessary to perform such a demonstration.  The collaboration is 

presently executing “Step IV” of its scientific programme that is optimised for the 

measurement of the factors that determine the size of the ionization-cooling effect.  These 

factors include multiple Coulomb scattering, energy loss, the focusing strength of the 

magnetic lattice and the initial momentum and emittance of the muon beam.  The Step IV 

configuration will also be used to study the evolution of normalised transverse emittance.   

A realistic demonstration of ionization cooling, however, requires the acceleration of the 

beam using radio frequency cavities; i.e. the measurements which will be made with the 

present configuration of the experiment will not constitute a proof of the principle of the 

ionization-cooling technique.  A set-up to complete the demonstration of ionization cooling 

that uses existing equipment with a limited amount of additional construction has been 

conceived and designed and a proposal is being developed by the collaboration.  We consider 

that this is an opportunity to complete the MICE program in a convincing way, that will have 

a lasting legacy as a major achievement for the future of the field. 

The experiment, the MICE Muon Beam as well as large parts of the infrastructure required to 

support it have been built by the international collaboration.  Significant contributions in the 

build phase were made by Belgium, Bulgaria, CERN, China, Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, 

Switzerland, the UK and the US.  International recognition of the importance of the MICE 

programme is confirmed by the fact that new groups are still joining the collaboration: IHEP 

and Sichuan (China) and Belgrade (Serbia) joined in 2015, Novi Sad (Serbia) joined last year, 

and UNIST (Korea) joined last month.   

The international collaboration remains fully committed to delivering a demonstration of 

ionization cooling and has made substantial commitments of time and manpower in bringing 

the experiment to its present state of readiness, running shifts and providing operational 

support, as well as analysing the data.   

As a collaboration, we urge you to ensure that the maximum benefit is derived from the 

substantial investments made both by overseas researchers and funding agencies and also by 

the UK, by supporting the collaboration in its plans to upgrade the Step IV apparatus. 

 

Signed by: 

R. Tsenov University of Sofia, Bulgaria 

J. Tang Institute of High Energy Physics, Beijing, China 

Z. Li Sichuan University, China 

M. Bonesini Sezione INFN Milano Bicocca & Dipartimento di Fisica Università di 

Milano Bicocca, Italy 

V. Palladino Sezione INFN & Dipartimento di Fisica di Università Napoli, Italy 

A. de Bari Sezione INFN Pavia & Dipartimento di Fisica Università degli Studi 

di Pavia, Italy 

D. Orestano Sezione INFN & Dipartimento di Matematica e Fisica Università 

Roma Tre, Rome Italy 

M. Chung Ulsan National Institute of Science and Technology, South Korea 

F. Filthaut NIKHEF, Netherlands 

D. Maletic University of Belgrade, Serbia 

J. Nikolov University of Novi Sad, Serbia 

M. Vretenar CERN, Switzerland 

A. Blondel University of Geneva, Switzerland 

P. Kyberd Brunel University, U.K. 

A. Grant Daresbury Laboratory, U.K. 

P. Soler University of Glasgow, U.K. 

J. Pasternak Imperial College, London, U.K. 

R. Gamet University of Liverpool, U.K. 

J. Cobb Emeritus (University of Oxford, U.K.) 

C. Rogers Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, U.K. 

K. Ronald University of Strathclyde, U.K. 

S. Boyd University of Warwick, U.K. 

D. Kaplan Illinois Institute of Technology, U.S.A. 

Y. Onel University of Iowa, U.S.A. 

D. Li Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, U.S.A. 

D. Summers University of Mississippi, U.S.A. 



MPB
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In 2014 the U.S. DOE decided to cease support for MICE at the end of September 2017, with 

the $(9,6,3)M funding formula in U.S. FY(15,16,17).   The DOE support in FY17 is now less 

than $1.0M, with at present less than $0.5M in the ongoing Continuing Resolution.   

 

The Spectrometer Solenoids are in place and are being consistently operated, albeit at reduced 

operating currents.  Nonetheless, MICE has worked out operating modes that are stable and 

result in the production of good and useful scientific data.  RAL personnel are monitoring the 

solenoids closely.  MPB commends them for the professional way that they operate these 

devices successfully and productively. 

 

The RF cavities are complete and are on the verge of being shipped from the U.S. to the UK.  

Arrival is expected by the end of March 2017.  Unfortunately, there is neither the budget nor the 

time within the current scope of MICE to install these cavities and take experimental data in 

2017.   

 

The collaboration will install the liquid hydrogen absorber for use in the upcoming ISIS cycle 

2017/01, in the period May 2 to June 2.   

 

There is a tentative proposal to the STFC to fund an additional data-taking cycle with RF re-

acceleration in 2018 (in the cooling demonstration configuration shown in Appendix A), after 

the 2017 MICE program ends.  The cost would be approximately £3M.  The MPB feels that the 

scientific benefits would be significant, but it is not in a position to comment on the technical 

details and schedule of the proposal. 

 

The collaboration has published or submitted four papers to peer-reviewed journals in the last 11 

months.  Four more peer-reviewed papers are under preparation, while data analysis is ongoing 

for six more.  A comprehensive paper describing the whole MICE system does not seem to be 

planned at this point, but is highly desirable as an important historical reference, and in 

understanding the experiment. 

 

Recommendation 

 

1. Consider whether a final meeting of the MPB would be useful in generating a “lessons-

learned” document. 

 

Actions 

 

1. Maximise the scientific output by writing as many peer-reviewed publications as possible, 

covering the overall MICE set-up, solenoid tracking, the superconducting magnets and the 

RF system, et cetera. 

 

2. Ensure that the installation and commissioning of the liquid hydrogen absorber is completed 

in a correct and safe manner, notwithstanding schedule pressures to be ready before the start 

of the upcoming ISIS cycle 2017/01. 

 

3. Deliver the written safety report concerning the “autonomous ramp” to the MPB before the 

finalization of the MPB12 report.  [The “PPD MICE Safety Review – 2 Feb 2017” has now 

been received and read by the MICE Project Board.] 
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MICE-UK SOI for upgrade

• Submitted to ASB for its meeting on the 22Mar17:
– Cost £3.02M
– Schedule:

• Given Oct17 start, project complete by Mar19
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Figure 1: Muon ionization cooling demonstration with re-acceleration.

Figure 2: Expected emittance reduction performance for a nominal 6 mm emittance beam (left) and ionization cooling

performance as a function of input emittance for the proposed configuration (right).

3 Finance and Impact

The cost of delivering the demonstration of ionization cooling with re-acceleration assumes an investment of £ 1171k of

capital costs (assembly and infrastructure costs), £ 1081k of STFC personnel costs and £ 771k of university staff costs,

for a total of £ 3023k. Theproject can beachieved in about 18 months if construction isallowed to commence in October

2017, immediately after the end of the current data taking planned for the current phase of MICE. In this case, the full

duration of theproject would befrom October 2017 until March 2019. Negotiations with international collaborators could

reduce the total cost to STFC.

The MICE collaboration is already delivering a world-class programme of work to prove the reduction of nomalised

emittance in muon beams, crucial for ionization cooling. This world leading programme continues to attract international

collaborators to the MICE Collaboration (new groups from Serbia and South Korea recently joined and discussions are

ongoing with groups from Sweden and Russia). Failure to deliver the ionization-cooling demostration at RAL will im-

pinge on the delivery of the crucial enabling technology to realise neutrino factories and muon colliders in the future.

This is aligned with STFC priorities (http://www.stfc.ac.uk/research/science-challenges/), since neutrino factories aim to

answer thequestion of thematter-antimatter asymmetry of theuniverseand muon colliders could potentially answer other

critical questions, such as the nature of fundamental particles, the search for new particles and states of matter, it would

test physics beyond the Standard Model and it could potential ly answer the question on the nature of dark matter. MICE

is the flagship accelerator project in the UK, has been crucial in training the next generation of accelerator physicists and

has delivered new expertise in the construction of superconducting magnets and the deployment of complex RF systems.

The role of the MICE project in engaging the UK academic and industrial community has had a beneficial effect in UK

industrial awareness of the needs and opportunities in accelerator science, and we anticipate that this will continue.
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Formal feedback from STFC
• STFC MICE-UK Oversight Committee; 28Apr17:

– STFC:
• At this time STFC does not have the resources necessary to entertain a 

proposal to upgrade the experiment 

– OsC comment:
• UK and international collaborations should plan on this basis

• ASB (in letter to P. Soler, 11May17):
– In response to the SOI from MICE-UK:

• The “… ASB noted the statement from STFC that there is no available 
funding at present within the accelerator programme to fund the 
presented project, so (barring some change in circumstances) a full 
proposal will not be invited for evaluation.”
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Collaboration Board at CM48

• Consider means by which to raise resource s.t.

– Cost to STFC is reduced (substantially) allowing MICE-
UK to argue that the situation has changed

• Consider alternative strategies:

– E.g. implementation of demo at IHEP Protvino
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Moving forward:
• Excellent scientific programme at Step IV:

– Essential to remain focused …
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ISIS	Cycle From To

Programme Absorber Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

2015/04 16-Feb-16 25-Mar-16 Field-off	scattering Lithium-hydride

2016/01 12-Apr-16 20-May-16 QD/QP	upgrade Lithium-hydride

2016/02 28-Jun-16 29-Jul-16 Magnetic-channel	commissioning Lithium-hydride

2016/03 13-Sep-16 28-Oct-16 Field-on	scattering Lithium-hydride

2016/04 15-Nov-16 16-Dec-16 Solenoid-mode	emittance	evolution Lithium-hydride

2016/05 14-Feb-17 31-Mar-17 Flip-mode	emittance	evollution Lithium-hydride

2017/01 02-May-17 02-Jun-17 Emittance	evolution/scattering Liquid	hydrogen

2017/02 11-Jul-17 04-Aug-17

19-Sep-17 27-Oct-17 Emittance	evolution/scattering Liquid	hydrogen

2017/03 14-Nov-17 20-Dec-17

2017/182016/172015/16MICE	Step	IV

Cancelled/postponed

Scientific programme
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LH2

Possible?



Papers
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Papers in progress

Papers in progress

Step IV field-on papers



Preparation of LH2 system
• Excellent progress:

– System cold, and liquid-neon test underway:
• Gremlins being ironed out

• Now moving to long-term stability test:
– Of system with liquid and cold, gaseous neon

• Data taking in parallel:
– Requires tracker r/o:

• Recovering from cold-head maintenance and water contamination 
of VLPC cryostats

– Anticipate tracker r/o ready by Sunday 28May17
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Run plan for remaining portion of 2017/01

• Continuation/completion of liquid-neon stability 
test

• In parallel:
– Field-off data taking with “empty” absorber

• Tracker calibration (timing w.r.t. ISIS RF) and alignment

• Explore apertures related to LH2 vessel

• Begin preparation for LH2-scattering measurement
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Discussion


